
New Links Between Different Systems – 
Artist talk with Philip Kanwischer on November 18, 2021, 19:00 CET

How can analogue photography and innovative research in quantum physics fit together? 
A groundbreaking collaboration in science communication between the international artist 
collective Kalamari Klub and the Collaborative Research Centre IsoQuant at the University of 
Heidelberg seeks to find commonalities between these seemingly disparate fields. The artist 
Philip Kanwischer was invited for the newly established SciArt Residency programme, which 
started in October 2021 and aims to initiate curiosity-driven engagement between artists, 
scientists and other members of the society, promoting a spirit of co-learning and equality 
while helping to communicate knowledge through cross-disciplinary collaboration. The Artist 
talk New Links Between Different Systems on November 18, 2021,19:00 at Café Leitstelle 
serves as a midway point through Kanwischers residency and will include an introduction to 
the SciArt programme, a talk and a discussion between the artist and collaborating scientists 
from IsoQuant. The event is open to everyone, will be streamed online and held in English. 
Registration is free of charge via info@kalamariklub.org.

Philip Kanwischer, born 1991 in Bamberg, Germany, studied photography at the Academy of 
Fine Arts in Leipzig, Germany and at the Accademia di Belle Arti in Napoli, Italy. In his work 
he combines images and text into narrative installations, studying the perception of 
catastrophic events and the tense relation between human and nature. His works have been 
included in numerous solo and group shows. He lives and works in Leipzig, Germany. More 
than 170 artists from 41 countries answered the Open Call for the SciArt Residency. In a 
multi-level application process, Philip Kanwischer convinced the jury consisting of experts 
from physics, arts, and science communication.

Event info:

New Links Between Different Systems – 
Artist talk and discussion with Philip Kanwischer

Thursday, Nov 18, 2021, 19:00 CET (doors 18:30 CET)
Café Leitstelle, Emil-Maier-Str. 16, Heidelberg & Live Stream

No entrance fee. Registrations for Café Leitstelle and live stream: info@kalamariklub.org
Corona: 2G rules, proof of vaccination or former infection needed, masks mandatory
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Mehr Informationen: 
www.kalamariklub.org

new links between 
different systems

Philip Kanwischer



About the institutions:
Kalamari Klub is an international artist collective for the celebration of analogue 
photography. The collective runs a community darkroom in Heidelberg and has been 
promoting and supporting local and international artists through exhibitions, workshops, 
publications and residency programmes since 2016.

IsoQuant is a Collaborative Research Centre (CRC) at the University of Heidelberg focusing 
on Isolated Quantum Systems and Universality in Extreme Conditions. Collaborative 
Research Centres are long-term research institutions in which researchers are tackling 
innovative, challenging and complex research questions within a cross- disciplinary research 
program. The scientific aim of the CRC IsoQuant is to explore and gain better understanding 
of the question why many physical quantum systems exhibit characteristic common 
properties despite fundamental differences in key parameters such as temperature, density, 
or field strength. The cross-disciplinary approach to this research question within the 
IsoQuant collaboration brings together theoretical and experimental physicists from different 
fields and allows for a broad bandwidth of experimental and theoretical methods to solve 
overarching issues in physics. 
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Press contacts:
Tina Kuka & Dennis Schulz, 
Wissenschaftskommunikation IsoQuant: 
scicom-isoquant@thphys.uni-heidelberg.de
Nicolas Reinhart, 
Künstlerische Leitung Kalamari Klub:
nico@kalamariklub.org

More information: 
https://www.kalamariklub.org

https://www.isoquant-heidelberg.de

https://philipkanwischer.de
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